CLIENT SUCCESS:
Maya Laboratories
About Maya Laboratories

OPPORTUNITY

Maya Laboratories is a physician

Maya Laboratories specializes in surgical pathology, primarily related to

owned laboratory that services several

gastroenterology. Maya had an existing LIS, but was looking for a new LIS that

gastroenterology groups in the Northern

provided them with more flexibility, automation, customization, and sophistication.

Virginia area. It is an anatomic pathology
lab specialized in gastroenterology.

They needed a system that could efficiently process complex multi-part
gastroenterology specimens through the lab workflow and ensure accurate
reporting of test results. The company was also looking for an LIS that gave them
more control. For example, in configuring the workflow to meet their specific needs
as well as the ability to better manage clients, more easily, and make modifications
on their own, without being dependent on a software provider to do that for them.

SOLUTION
Maya selected XIFIN LIS for a number of reasons, including the automated
workflows, the robust capabilities for patient and physician communication, and
the ability to customize the diagnostic patient report. XIFIN LIS delivers Maya
the flexibility and control the organization was looking to gain. For example,
XIFIN LIS enables Maya to handle much of their system customization and client
management on their own, with no need to request changes from XIFIN. This gives
the organization both the control and timeliness they were seeking.
XIFIN LIS also provides comprehensive customizable diagnostic patient reports
that synthesize and display all the information that needs to be conveyed, including
multi-modal tests, graphical charts and diagnostic images, prior test results, and
narrative and graphical interpretations.

RESULTS
Maya Laboratories uses XIFIN LIS to gain efficiency,

The team at Maya is very satisfied with the performance of

improve workflow, and customize diagnostic patient

XIFIN LIS. From data entry to the lab administrator and the

reports. Maya operates at seven different laboratories

pathologists, all provided positive feedback on using the

and XIFIN LIS is especially efficient with moving between

system. They find the solution to be very efficient and the

labs without having to log out and back into the system.

workflow is greatly improved compared to their prior LIS.

Everything needed is uploaded from the accessioner,

They also like that XIFIN LIS provides a secure connection

and the pathologists can easily log into the system

that is HIPAA compliant.

from anywhere.

The lab administrator indicated that the technical support

The implementation went smoothly, and the solution has

is excellent, and she can now do more things herself, such

provided the capabilities and operational efficiency Maya

as adding clients. And finally, the team is very pleased

was hoping for. The Maya team focused on making as

with the diagnostic patient report they helped create.

much of their customization as possible before going live.

The lab administrator solicited input from both clients and

They did receive further feedback from pathologists after

pathologists and was happy about how much control they

go-live that required additional modifications, which they

had over the design of the reports.

were able to make quickly and easily. The lab administrator
specifically praised the XIFIN implementation manager
and XIFIN client success manager for the excellent training
and support the Maya team received.

For the first time, I feel I am in control of our LIS. We have been able to design the system
to fit our operations and our unique needs.
Ons Zemni
Laboratory Administrator
Maya Laboratories
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